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LIFE SCIENCE CONSULTING, MARKET RESEARCH & ANALYTICS






inThought Research is a leading pharmaceutical and life science consulting firm providing analytical, forecasting, and competitive intelligence services to support strategic and tactical decisions of biopharmaceutical and financial firms.
inThought is a global multidisciplinary team of subject matter experts with deep therapeutic area expertise. We understand the business and the science of drug development. inThought principals are in-house MDs, PhDs, and MBAs with extensive clinical, regulatory, research, and Wall Street experience. Let our experts help you turn data into insights, and insights into strategy.


Contact us
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inThought Research is a leading life science and pharmaceutical consulting firm providing analytical, forecasting, and competitive intelligence services to support strategic and tactical decisions of biopharmaceutical and financial firms.


inThought is a global multidisciplinary team of subject matter experts with deep therapeutic area expertise. We understand the business and the science of drug development. inThought principals are in-house MDs, PhDs, and MBAs with extensive clinical, regulatory, research, and Wall Street experience. Let our experts help you turn data into insights, and insights into strategy.




Let’s get started










inVision
Insights Engine
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inVision is inThought’s proprietary system that allows our subject matter experts to rigorously collect, organize, analyze, track, and integrate information from multiple sources, viewed longitudinally. Access all the data and inThought analysis you need in one place to help you answer your key intelligence questions and support your business needs—while minimizing decision risk.


inVision is also a powerful tool for medical conferences, providing teams a shared place to store and easily recall information, analysis, notes, images, slides and other congress material. 

Learn more







Our Services




From competitive monitoring and market research to forecasting and structured analysis, we are your partner throughout the drug development process. We offer deep dive assessments of companies, drugs, and molecular targets and target product profiles. Primary research capabilities are also available, including a network of KOLs and surveying capabilities for quantitative analysis.
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Competitive Monitoring




Pharmaceutical competitive intelligence made easy.


Learn more





Market Landscape Analysis




Understand market forces, likely shifts in treatment paradigms and analysis—at your fingertips.


Learn more
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Conference Coverage




Focuses not only on the new data presented, but on the impact of that data and the opinions of the presenters and attendees.


Learn more





Revenue Forecasting




Invest and make key business decisions with confidence.


Learn more
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Approvability Index




Proprietary probability of approval modeling.


Learn more





Licensing and Acquisition Opportunities




Discover and track the latest licensing  and acquisition opportunities.


Learn more
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Primary Research




Leverage a network of KOLs and surveying tools for quantitative analysis.


Learn more





Custom Consulting




Our consultants quickly respond to new requirements & shifting priorities.


Learn more
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Conference Previews



Get the latest insights on upcoming life science and pharmaceutical industry conferences from inThought analysts and executives.

Conference Previews







Let’s get started

Primary Focus Areas
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Why Work With Us?




	We understand the business and the science.

inThought principals put clinical data, medical opinion, and company business maneuvers into an actionable context.



	Proprietary inVision platform.

Access all of your critical intelligence in one place, on demand, customized for your key questions and topics.



	Deep experience, strong reputation.

Since 2009, we have worked with 18 of the top 25 biopharmaceutical companies.



	Broad industry expertise.

We staff in-house experts, allowing us to provide deep insight and analysis for a range of focus areas.






Primary Focus Areas 
	Oncology
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	Medical Devices
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	eHealth
	Neuroscience
	Respiratory
	Diabetes
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Your Insights Partner, from Investment through Launch




The inThought team has deep medical and scientific expertise coupled with extensive experience in business and financial analysis. We synthesize the scientific, commercial, and strategic implications of drug development to help you make key decisions throughout the process.

We immerse ourselves in the market.  
With ongoing monitoring of clinical data, new trials, company comments in the press and investor calls, and prescription trends, we are current with the medical state of the art and company strategies.



We keep expert company.  
The inThought team regularly attends international medical conferences and maintains contact with leading medical experts, managed-care professionals, and healthcare companies. Because inThought analysts include practicing physicians, we speak to medical experts and clinicians as peers, not as consultants.



We objectively assess the market. 
The inThought team applies its financial and medical expertise to deliver unbiased, real-world, and forward-looking analysis.
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Proprietary inVision platform. 
Access all of your critical intelligence in one place, on demand, customized for your key questions and topics.
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Let’s Get Started




We partner with biopharmaceutical companies and institutional investors, providing comprehensive market research and analysis to help you make key decisions. Work with our leading life science consulting firm to leverage the world class support you need to fully understand, monitor, and monetize the opportunities and threats that will shape your business.
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CONTACT US
tel: 301-515-8262
 mobile: 301-602-3297
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